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ABSTRACT
Continuous monitoring of physical activity using wearable
technology is becoming ubiquitous and allows for real-time
interventions through digital means aiming at the promo-
tion of an active lifestyle. Many people use fitness apps
and wearable technology to support it [20, 14]. However,
digital health interventions still pose some problems in
their effectiveness and usability. Bad tailoring of the inter-
ventions has been recognised as one of the main problems
[11]. As a result, there is a sudden drop in adherence to
digital health interventions after a novelty period. A one-
size-fits-all solution is likely to be ineffective, thus there is
a need for personally customised interventions [26]. This
project applies knowledge discovery techniques to phys-
ical activity data and some contextual variables to find
patterns which can support personally tailored and com-
prehensible interventions. It also takes into account the
additional dimension of the experienced pleasure during
activity.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays technology is applied in many fields to assist
people and to enhance their quality of life. On the do-
main of health, e-health makes use of electronic systems
and communication to improve healthcare. One impor-
tant feature of e-health is that it allows real-time inter-
vention in daily life. Of course, these interventions have
to be based on data. Moreover, health data can be tracked
real-time with the use of wearable technology. The mar-
ket size of fitness trackers was valued at $17,907 million
in 2016 and is expected to value more than triple that by
2023 [14]. Besides that, many people make use of fitness
tracking or e-health apps. One of the more popular fit-
ness applications, Runkeeper, has around 45 million users
globally [20].

One of the more recurrent applications of e-health is in the
promotion of physical activity through digital health inter-
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ventions [24, 6]. These interventions have been proven to
be very effective for young people [15].The large amount of
use of tracking technology and fitness applications results
in a growing amount of data from a wide range of sources.
Combined with the various techniques for knowledge dis-
covery in databases [4], that data can support these digital
health interventions.

There already exist applications of knowledge discovery
techniques to support digital health interventions to pro-
mote an active lifestyle [15]. But not many consider the
experienced pleasure during activities. Besides that, dig-
ital health interventions still pose some problems in their
effectiveness and usability. Bad tailoring of the interven-
tions has been recognised as one of the main problems [11].
As a result, there is a sudden drop in adherence to digital
health interventions after a novelty period. A one-size-fits-
all solution is likely to be ineffective, thus there is a need
for personally customised interventions [26].

This project focuses on the discovery of patterns that can
support the personalisation of digital health interventions.
It approaches the problem of personalisation in a novel
way by applying knowledge discovery techniques, that pro-
vide comprehensible results, to behavioural data. The
project also takes into account the additional dimension
of the experienced pleasure during activity.

2. RESEARCH AIMS
To aid in solving the problem of personalisation of the dig-
ital interventions in physical activity, this project answers
the following research questions:

RQ1 How can knowledge discovery be applied to data on
the physical activity and pleasure of older adults and
some contextual variables?

RQ2 What patterns can be found in the data on the phys-
ical activity of older adults based on the contextual
variables?

RQ3 What patterns can be found in the data on the plea-
sure of older adults based on the contextual vari-
ables?

RQ4 How are the physical activity and the pleasure of
older adults related?

3. CONTEXT
3.1 Knowledge Discovery in Databases
Knowledge discovery in databases (KDD) is the process of
extracting knowledge from data. It is a field of research
in data science. In the literature, KDD is defined as: ”the
non-trivial process of identifying valid, novel, potentially
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useful, and ultimately understandable patterns in data”
[3]. The fact that KDD is defined as a process means that
it consists of multiple steps. These steps are data prepa-
ration, search for patterns, knowledge evaluation, and re-
finement [2]. These steps are often repeated for multiple
iterations of the process.

3.1.1 Data Preparation
A big part of the manual work of KDD is often found in
the data preparation step. It consists of selecting the right
data, preprocessing it and transforming it. Preprocessing
means removing any noise in the data, dealing with any
missing values and integrating any other knowledge that
could affect the data. In the transformation step, the vari-
ables in the data are being analysed. Variables that do not
add a significant dimension to the data can be removed
from consideration in the search for patterns. Also, the
data will be converted to a format that is suitable for the
techniques used in the search for patterns.

3.1.2 Search for Patterns
The next important part of knowledge discovery is the
search for patterns in the prepared data. This part is
popularly called data mining. It is concerned with apply-
ing analysis methods to data to find patterns and models
[4]. There are various methods to perform data mining,
but most of these methods can broadly be classified into
one of the following 2 categories.

• Predictive methods aim to discover knowledge that
is useful for the prediction of a variable of future
objects

• Descriptive methods aim to discover knowledge that
is useful for the description of the current objects

Principles of data mining techniques are often similar to
or based on methods from the fields of machine learning,
pattern recognition and statistics. Examples of techniques
are classification, clustering and regression [4].

This project mostly deals with descriptive methods to be
able to draw comprehensible conclusions that can support
the design of personally customised digital health inter-
ventions.

4. SELECTED DATA MINING METHODS
For this project, a selection of data mining techniques has
been made. The application of these methods will later
be described. First, the focus lies on the theory and func-
tioning of the selected methods.

4.1 Subgroup Discovery
4.1.1 Definition

Subgroup discovery is used to discover statistically inter-
esting subgroups with respect to a target variable. It can
be defined as follows [25]:

In subgroup discovery, there is a population of objects
(time-series samples in this project). All these objects
have a value for a certain interesting variable, the target
variable (physical activity or pleasure in this project). The
task of subgroup discovery is to discover subgroups of the
population (subsets of samples) that are statistically inter-
esting. Subgroups are statistically more interesting if they
are as large as possible and have the most unusual statis-
tical (distributional) characteristics regarding the target
variable. Subgroups are induced by conditions based on
other variables besides the target variable.

4.1.2 Position in Data Mining
Subgroup discovery lies between the extraction of classical
association rules and classification rules [7]. It is different
from classical association rules in that subgroup discovery
is targeted at one variable where the extraction of associa-
tion rules does not have one specific target variable. Sub-
group discovery is also different from classification rules
as it does not look for an exhaustive model for the object
space. In this way, it is also different from most predictive
data mining methods. However, if need be, it can be used
to make predictions on the entire object space. This can
be done by using knowledge from interesting subgroups to
predict the value of the target variable. If no subgroups
have been found, then the average or the most common
value should be predicted.

4.1.3 Output
The output of subgroup discovery is shaped as rules with
conditions on the left-hand side and a description of the
value(s) for the target variable on the right-hand side.
This is often represented as shown in Equation 1.

R : Cond =⇒ Targetvalue (1)

Where rule R states that, if the conditions in Cond have
been met, then the (statistically interesting) (distribution
of the) value for the Target (variable) is found. The part
on the right-hand side of the rule can be a single value,
where the probability of finding that value is interesting.
It can also be the distribution of all found values that
is interesting. This depends on the type of the target
variable.

4.1.4 Important Elements
As said, the type of the target variable is one of the impor-
tant elements to be considered when applying subgroup
discovery. Others are the description language, quality
measures and search strategy [7].

The types of the target variables that this project
evaluates are all numeric. These variables represent phys-
ical activity and pleasure. In subgroup discovery, a nu-
meric variable can be studied by dividing the variable into
two ranges with respect to the average, discretizing the
target variable in a determined number of intervals [16],
or searching for significant deviations of the mean of the
distribution of the values among others [7].

The description language of the output rules in sub-
group discovery must be simple. The conditions in Equa-
tion 1 represented as Cond are described in terms of pairs
of variables and values. These values can have the form of
a simple boolean, some fuzzy logic or they can be used in
an expression of (in)equality [7].

There is also a need for quality measures to evaluate the
interestingness of the rules resulting from subgroup discov-
ery. There exist many methods to evaluate a rule [7], but
since the project considers only numerically typed target
variables the focus lies on quality measures for those. One
such quality measure of a subgroup is the Z-score. This
is defined as the distance between the mean of the sub-
group and that of the entire population in terms of the
standard deviation of the population. However, besides
the Z-score, more factors play a role in the interestingness
of a subgroup rule. One other factor is the size of the
subgroup. The standard deviation of the subgroup itself
is another. If a nominally typed variable is targeted, then
a relevant factor is the accuracy with which a subgroup
rule correctly describes the value of the target variable.
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A quality measure that covers most important factors for
nominally typed target variables is the WRAcc as defined
in Equation 2 [13].

WRAcc = p(Cond)

∗
(p(Targetvalue|Cond)− p(Targetvalue))

(2)

• p(Cond) means the probability that Cond holds.

• p(Targetvalue|Cond) is the probability that the tar-
get variable has the specified value given that the
conditions of the subgroup rule hold.

• p(Targetvalue|Cond) − p(Targetvalue) is the accu-
racy gain relative to the entire population.

The WRAcc is not useful for numerically typed target vari-
ables, but the Z-score, combined with the size and the
standard deviation of the subgroup, functions similarly.

The search strategy in subgroup discovery is important
for finding interesting subgroups. The default search strat-
egy is called beam search. It is based on best-first search
which again is based on breadth-first search. Best-first
search applies breadth-first but visits child nodes of a node
in the order of some quality measure. Beam search does
the same but also has a threshold for the number of nodes
it will consider visiting at each level of the search tree and
is thus a greedy algorithm since it might miss interesting
results. The search tree that is traversed and the nodes
therein are constructed from conditions that form a (par-
tial) subgroup rule.

4.1.5 Software
Subgroup discovery was performed using Cortana Open
Source Subgroup Discovery [17]. This is an open-source
tool with a graphical user interface developed at the Lei-
den Institute of Advanced Computer Science. It has a few
useful features that can be used in this project. Firstly, it
supports binary, nominal and numerical data. Secondly,
it has many quality measures including the Z-score for nu-
merically valued data. Lastly, Cortana has integrated vi-
sualisations for the data and any subgroups. It is also pos-
sible to filter subgroups based on statistical significance to
reduce the number of results before human analysis. The
Z-score quality measure in Cortana also takes into account
the size of the subgroup and its standard deviation.

4.2 Clustering
Data clustering is another method of data mining. It is
described as the process of identifying natural groupings
or clusters within multidimensional data based on some
similarity measure [18]. It is different from subgroup dis-
covery in that subgroup discovery traverses possible con-
ditions on the data and looks for interesting distributions
of values for the target variable based on those conditions.
On the other hand, clustering traverses all seemingly in-
teresting distributions of the target variable. There exist
many algorithms to perform clustering [12]. This project
examines and applies two of them.

4.2.1 K Means
In K Means clustering the algorithm starts with a pre-
determined number of clusters based on the initialisation
parameters. For each cluster, a centre is chosen at the
start, based on the initialisation parameters of the algo-
rithm. For all data points, the algorithm determines which

of the cluster centres is the closest based on the euclidean
distance. The data points are associated with the clus-
ter that has the closest centre. Then the location of the
centre of each cluster is shifted to the mean of the data
points in it. Again, all data points are associated with
the (possibly new) closest cluster centre. This is repeated
until no significant changes happen during an iteration or
a maximum amount of iterations has been reached.

4.2.2 DBSCAN
DBSCAN stands for Density-Based Spatial Clustering of
Applications with Noise. In DBSCAN clustering there are
2 important variables. One is the minimum amount of
points in a cluster and the other is the maximum distance
between two points to be considered nearby. The algo-
rithm starts off by picking one data point at random. It
will then look for all data points in the neighbourhood.
All points that are closer than the maximum distance are
considered to be in the same new group. They are all eval-
uated in the same manner until no more nearby points are
found. Then the algorithm checks if the minimum amount
of points has been reached. If this is the case then the
new group will be considered as a cluster. If not, then
the points will be considered as outliers. If there are any
remaining data points not in a cluster or considered as
an outlier, then one of them is picked at random and the
procedure is repeated.

4.2.3 Software
The python library scikit-learn has implementations for
clustering using K Means and DBSCAN [19]. These im-
plementations were used in this research.

5. DATA
Table 1 describes the relevant variables of the data set that
was used in this project [1]. The data was collected from
10 older adults of ages 65 to 83. The experiments had a
duration ranging from 24 to 38 days with varying starting
dates. Throughout the experiment, the subjects were all
in a free-living environment. This also resulted in slightly
noisy data (subjects have varying waking hours).

Subjects were prompted with a question asking what they
were doing, approximately every hour from 08:00 until
20:00. Following that question, subjects were asked a ques-
tion about their location, the type of participants in the
activity (if any) and the experienced pleasure. The com-
bined answers to these questions constitute 1 sample.

Besides that, the physical activity of the subjects has been
measured using hip-worn accelerometers. The subjects
were instructed to wear the sensor during waking hours.
This accelerometer data has been quantified as integral
module of acceleration (ima) per minute. The variable
ima0505 associated with each sample consists of the sum
of raw ima values in a 10-minute window around the time
the sample was taken.

Additionally, a data set containing daily weather data
from the Royal Dutch Meteorological Institute has been
used [8]. The data set contained all available data about
the weather during the experiment dates. The relevant
variables are presented in Table 2.

5.1 Software
All data preparation was done using python [23] in a Jupyter
[10] project with the Jupyter Lab [9] user interface. Dur-
ing this process pandas [21], a python library, was used
to select, preprocess and tranform the data. The python
library seaborn [22] was used for visualisation of the data.
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Table 1. Description of Data Set
Variable Type Comment

sub numerical id of the subject
date date date
time time time

exp day numerical relative day in the experiment
pleasure numerical pleasure graded 1 through 10

activity id nominal sanitised activity text
activity text nominal description of activity
location id nominal sanitised location text

location text nominal description of location
participant id nominal sanitised participant text

particpant text nominal description of other participants
ima0505 numerical sum of activity in 10 minute window
weekday numerical weekday

Table 2. Description of KNMI Data Set
Variable Comment

date date
TG daily mean temperature in 0.1 Celsius
FG daily mean wind speed in 0.1 meter/second

6. METHODOLOGY
6.1 Data Preparation
During the data preparation phase, the data has been
transformed and combined to build a data set that was
more suitable for analysis. The following changes were
made.

1. The variable date has been split into the year, month
and day. It was later only used to match the weather
data to the right samples. It would make no sense to
use the whole date as a variable in data mining since
a date will never repeat. Using the month would
make the most sense, but the data set covers each
month only barely. Therefore it was also removed
from consideration in the search for patterns.

2. The variable time has been split into the hour, minute
and second. It only makes sense to use the hour to
generally indicate the part of the day. Moreover,
samples were taken approximately hourly.

3. The raw ima data (not ima0505) has been aggregated
to an hourly mean, standard deviation, minimum
and maximum.

4. The reported values for pleasure have been normalised
per subject to create the variable pleasure normalized.
This way, any general positivity or negativity from
any subject could not influence the results. The val-
ues were normalised by subtracting the mean and
dividing by the standard deviation.

5. The variables TG and FG were combined to calcu-
late the daily mean apparent temperature with the
KNMI JAG/TI method [5].

6.2 Cortana Subgroup Discovery Tool
Cortana has 4 sections of settings: Data Set, Target Con-
cept, Search Conditions and Search Strategy.

At the data set part, it is possible to change the interpreted
type of a variable and one can enable or disable it for
consideration in discovery. For every iteration of analysis,
only a certain set of variables was enabled.

The target concept (or variable) varied between ima0505
and pleasure normalized. However, both are numeric, there-
fore the Z-score was used as a quality measure. As men-
tioned earlier, Cortana also takes into account the size (de-
scribed as coverage) of the subgroup in this quality mea-
sure. This has a similar result as multiplying the quality
measure score with the probability of meeting the condi-
tions; larger subgroups will have a higher score.

The default search strategy (beam search) was used. How-
ever, the search conditions were modified for every itera-
tion of analysis.

• The refinement depth indicates the maximum num-
ber of variable value pairs in the conditions of a sub-
group rule. It varied from 1 to 4. It was set up like
this to ensure that the subgroup rules would still be
meaningful.

• The minimum coverage indicates the minimum amount
of data points that are needed to form a subgroup.
This was set to 25 for refinement depth = 1 and it
was set to 5 for refinement depth > 1. It was set up
like this to prevent a few random outliers from being
considered as an interesting subgroup.

Lastly, the subgroups were filtered based on a threshold
of the quality measure. This was done by generating 500
random subgroup descriptions (conditions) and analysing
the distribution of the quality scores on those. Then a
threshold value was chosen based on a level of significance
(at least 5%). The level of significance indicates the chance
of finding a subgroup with at least the associated quality
measure score at random in those 500 subgroups.

After everything was set up, the discovery algorithm would
run and a list of subgroups came out. These subgroups
were examined manually to see if any interesting insights
could be obtained. The results of this are discussed in
Section 7.1.

6.3 Clustering
Clustering has been applied to the variables ima0505 and
pleasure normalized to look for a relationship between the
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two. Both variables were previously scaled to the range of
0 to 1. This way a change in either of the variables would
be equally meaningful. This ensures that the results from
the clustering algorithms would be meaningful.

K Means clustering has been applied with various numbers
of clusters to look for any interesting clustering of the data
that could indicate a relation between the variables.

DBSCAN clustering was applied with a minimum distance
of 0.05 between data points and a minimum of 5 samples
to form a cluster.

7. RESULTS
7.1 Subgroup Discovery
The density distribution plots resulting from subgroup dis-
covery can be found in Appendix A. Subgroup discovery
was used to target physical activity and pleasure. Fur-
thermore, the following two sections will discuss the cor-
responding results in greater detail.

7.1.1 Physical Activity
The physical activity was represented as ima0505. The
mean value for the physical activity in all 2288 samples
of the data set was 15487 and the standard deviation was
16879. Table 3 describes the characteristics of each of the
subgroup targeted at physical activity. The interpretation
of the results is described in the following list. Numbers
at the end of each item indicate the subgroup(s) on which
they are based.

1. While outside or going for a walk as an activity or
as transport, subjects were more active than average
(1, 2, 3).

2. Subjects go for a walk as an activity or as transport
with widely varying amounts of physical activity (2,
3).

3. While watching TV, subjects were less active than
average (4).

4. While outdoors, with friends and before 16:00, sub-
jects were more active than average (5).

5. While outdoors, with friends, on Friday, subjects
were more active than average (6).

7.1.2 Pleasure
The pleasure was represented as pleasure normalized. The
mean value for pleasure in all 2288 samples of the data
set was 0 and the standard deviation was 1. Table 4 de-
scribes the characteristics of each of the subgroup targeted
at pleasure. The interpretation of the results is described
in the following list. Numbers at the end of each item
indicate the subgroup(s) on which they are based.

1. While relaxing, with friends or walking as an activity,
subjects were more pleased than average (7, 8, 9).

2. While doing the laundry, subjects were less pleased
than average (10).

3. While with friends and at least slightly active, sub-
jects were more pleased than average (11).

4. While outdoors, with friends, before 18:00 and at
least slightly active, subjects were more pleased than
average (12).

7.1.3 Combination
By combining the results from the above two sections and
selected other facts, more knowledge can be discovered.

The measurements were taken approximately during wak-
ing hours. This is also visible in Figure 1. It means that
the condition ”hour <= 18” of subgroup 12 implies ”dur-
ing the day”. This reveals that being active during the day
with friends is more pleasurable than average.

Figure 1. Mean ima0505 throughout the day

The average pleasure experienced in the 237 samples where
subjects were watching TV was only 0.055559 with a stan-
dard deviation of 0.822837. That, combined with sub-
group 4 and 9, reveals the following. On average subjects
were more pleased while going for a walk or being active
with friends than they were when watching TV. In those
cases, they were also more active.

Subgroup 10 reveals, that doing the laundry is not very
pleasurable. However, often that and similar household
tasks just have to be done. Luckily, one does not only sit
still when doing any household errands. Thus, if a subject
is already quite inactive household errands do provide a
way to stay active albeit not very pleasing.

After looking into the data set more, it was found that
most of the 16 samples of subgroup 6 came from subject
3. In those samples subject 3 was extremely active. This
also corresponds to what is found in our clustering results.

7.2 Clustering
As a baseline for the results of the application of clustering,
Figure 2 shows a scatter plot of the data that was used,
labelled per subject. It already reveals the distribution of
the data.

Figure 3 shows the results of DBSCAN clustering and re-
veals a lot of outliers labelled as -1. There is one big
cluster containing most of the data points and one smaller
cluster above it. The smaller cluster mostly consists of
samples from subject 3, as can be found by visually com-
paring Figure 2 and Figure 3. This cluster indicates a large
amount of activity and seemingly above-average pleasure.
These points correlate with our last comment on the re-
sults of subgroup discovery. Subject 3 was consistently
very pleased and active while outside with friends on Fri-
days. Furthermore, there are no other insights to be ob-
tained from Figure 3.

K Means clustering and analysis of its results did not pro-
vide any meaningful insights yet. Further work will be
required here.
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Table 3. Description of Subgroups (Physical Activity)
Subgroup Conditions Coverage Mean Standard Deviation Figure

1 location = outside 426 23131 24235 4
2 activity = waking as activity 37 62136 43610 5
3 activity = walking as transport 33 45057 41952 6
4 activity = watching TV 237 5656 6610 7
5 location = outside 49 35572 36340 8

participant = friends
hour <= 16

6 location = outside 16 49116 42861 9
participant = friends

weekday = Friday

Table 4. Description of Subgroups (Pleasure)
Subgroup Conditions Coverage Mean Standard Deviation Figure

7 activity = relaxing 126 0.587237 0.763618 10
8 participant = friends 147 0.510508 0.744027 11
9 activity = walking as activity 37 0.884981 0.859319 12
10 activity = doing the laundry 96 -1.107476 1.031741 13
11 participant = friends 122 0.568315 0.733144 14

physical activity >= 3924.0
12 location = outside 109 0.584933 0.731156 15

participant = friends
hour <= 18

physical activity >= 3924.0

Figure 2. Results of coloring by subject

8. CONCLUSION
In this project, three data mining methods were applied
to find patterns in the physical activity and the pleasure
of older adults. The techniques that were applied are sub-
group discovery, K Means clustering and DBSCAN clus-
tering. Subgroup discovery proved to be a useful technique
to find patterns in the data, which are simple to interpret
by non-experts. The subgroup discovery results provide
interesting insights into the physical activity and pleasure
of older adults and can be used in digital interventions
systems to promote physical activity. Two examples of
interventions that could be implemented based on the re-
sults are:

1. Encourage the user to go for a walk or to become
active with a friend instead of watching TV. This
will combine an increase in pleasure with an increase
in physical.

2. Encourage the user to go for a walk with friends dur-

Figure 3. Results of DBSCAN clustering

ing the day instead of their regular daily activity at
that time. This also combines an increase in pleasure
with an increase in physical.

Both of these recommendations can increase the quality
of life of older adults.

It was not possible to find great evidence of a relation-
ship between the physical activity and the pleasure with
clustering algorithms. However, it seems like being active
is generally more pleasurable, unless the activity itself is
inherently unpleasurable (think of household errands).

9. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
The results of this project show that a knowledge discov-
ery study of behavioural data can provide insights into
patterns in the physical activity and the pleasure of older
adults. Due to time limitations, analysis using clustering
methods was not as extensive as possible. However sub-
group discovery can be of great use in constructing under-
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standable and personalised digital health interventions to
promote physical activity and increase the quality of life.
Therefore, recommendations for future work are:

• Dedicate more time on the application of clustering
techniques on physical activity data and contextual
variables.

• Gather more data and contextual information to ob-
tain more insights and draw more generalised con-
clusions using subgroup discovery.
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APPENDIX
A. RESULTS OF SUBGROUP DISCOVERY

Figure 4. location = outside

Figure 5. activity = walking as activity

Figure 6. activity = walking as transport

Figure 7. activity = watching TV

Figure 8. location = outside and participant =
friends and hour <= 16

Figure 9. location = outside and participant =
friends and weekday = Friday

Figure 10. activity = relaxing

Figure 11. participant = friends
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Figure 12. activity = walking as activity

Figure 13. activity = doing the laundry

Figure 14. participant = friends and physical ac-
tivity >= 3924.0

Figure 15. location = outside and participant =
friends and hour <= 18 and physical activity >=
3924.0
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